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a b s t r a c t

Ultrasonic non-destructive testing (NDT) technology has been widely used for defect
inspection of concrete structures in civil engineering. However, most of the current data
processing methods can only provide qualitative information regarding the existence of
concrete inner defects. In this study, an ultrasonic inner defects inspection approach with
a high-resolution imaging method which combines travel time tomography (TTT) and
reverse time migration (RTM) is proposed for concrete and concrete-filled steel tube
(CFST) columns. TTT estimates a reasonable distribution of ultrasonic velocity over the
cross-section of the concrete and CFST columns from the first arrival time of the ultrasonic
transmission signal. The velocity distribution is used as an input of the initial model for
RTM to image the defects inside the concrete and CFST column cross-sections with a high
resolution. Numerical experiments demonstrate that the air cavity inside the concrete and
CFST columns, and the debonding between the concrete core and the steel tube of the CFST
column can be identified clearly, and that the location, size and shape of both defects can
be determined accurately. It is concluded that the proposed defect detection approach with
a high-resolution imaging method is efficient for the non-destructive inspection of con-
crete and CFST structures using ultrasonic waves.

� 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent years, concrete-filled steel tube (CFST) columns have been widely employed in high-rise buildings and long-
span bridges due to their advanced mechanical behaviors such as higher load-carrying capacity and more ductility under
dynamic excitation, compared with normal reinforced concrete (RC) structures. However, various types of defects, such as
cracks, air-void, honeycomb and debonding between concrete reinforcement in concrete structures and CFST members
impose a huge threat to the structural safety [1]. For example, the interface debonding between concrete core and steel tube
of CFST member affects the mechanical behavior of CFST members due to its negative effect on the confinement of steel tube
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on concrete core and finally decrease the load-carrying capacity and ductility. Therefore, the detection for concrete core
defect and interface debonding between concrete core and steel tube of CFST is an emergent concern in civil engineering
and represents a more challenging task due to the inaccessibility of concrete core covered by steel tube and the electromag-
netic shielding effect of steel tube.

Ultrasonic technology has been widely used in nondestructive testing (NDT) and evaluation of concrete structures in civil
engineering owing to its high resolution [1,2]. In addition to achievement in ultrasonic testing hardware development, sig-
nificant progresses have been made in ultrasonic data processing and interpretation for defect detection [4]. Traditional A-
scan analysis methods, such as time-frequency analysis [5,6], wavelet analysis [7,8], time-of-flight (TOF) analysis [9] and etc.,
can be used to analyze signal characteristics and qualitatively detect defects in concrete structures. Xu et al. proposed a
piezoceramic lead zirconate titanate (PZT) based active interface debonding detection approach for CFST members and ver-
ified the performance of the approach experimentally, but it is still a challenging task to detect the location and dimension of
the interface debonding [7,10]. Most of these A-scan data analysis methods can detect the existence of defects in concrete
structures but the quantitative evaluation is still a challenging task. From B-scan or C-scan data, ultrasonic imaging tech-
niques can characterize the inaccessible defects embedded in concrete structures.

Tomography utilizing transmission measurements, in which transmitting and receiving transducers are placed on oppo-
site sides of a structure, has been commonly used in seismology and seismic exploration [11–14], and is recently adopted for
ultrasonic imaging. Both travel time tomography (TTT) [15] and attenuation tomography [16] have been applied for concrete
structure inspection. Experimental application of attenuation tomography to a large concrete structure has been rarely
reported. TTT can detect soft defects such as a void, but can hardly detect a hard inclusion such as reinforcement in rein-
forced concrete structures [17]. Besides, TTT fails to resolve discontinuities in the velocity profile [18] and can only represent
the embedded defects as a low-velocity anomaly [15]. Therefore, it is difficult to accurately determine the location and size
of concrete defects embedded in concrete structures.

Synthetic aperture focusing technique (SAFT), which is also called migration in seismic data processing, focuses reflected
ultrasonic waves recorded at multiple aperture points on one side of a concrete structure and can create a high-resolution
image for its defect inspection [3,19,20]. However, SAFT usually utilizes a ray-tracing based back-projection algorithm and
cannot handle multiple reflection. Reverse time migration (RTM) is a prestack imaging method based on full wave extrap-
olation [21] and has been commonly used in seismic exploration in the past twenty years [22]. Although RTM is recognized
as the most accurate imaging method among the current migration methods [23], it is sensitive to the initial model, which
requires accurate velocity distribution as an input. In practice, the ultrasonic velocity of concrete can be highly variable
depending on the aggregate, porosity, temperature and stress. Therefore, it is desired to measure the velocity distribution
as an input for RTM to improve the imaging quality.

This paper presents an integrated imaging algorithm, which combines TTT with RTM Specifically, an inhomogeneous
velocity distribution over the cross-section of a concrete structure estimated by TTT with a high accuracy is used as the initial
velocity model for RTM, of which the imaging quality can be greatly improved. From the reconstructed image by RTM, the
defects embedded in both concrete structures and CFST columns are detected and their location and size are accurately
determined. The following of this paper is organized as follows. After the introduction to the theory of the proposed imaging
algorithm, three numerical experiments on concrete structure with air void and CFST member with air void and interface
debonding defects are carried out to validate the advantage of the proposed imaging-based inspection approach. The results
and conclusions are given in the fourth and fifth sections, respectively.
2. Proposed integrated imaging algorithm with TTT and RTM

2.1. Acoustic wave equation

Usually, a concrete member such as beam or column or a CFST member can be modeled as a bar or truss member since it
extends much longer in one direction than the other two directions. The NDT for a concrete or CFST member is generally
carried out with an emphasis on a specific cross-section. It is reasonable to consider a two-dimensional wave equation to
describe the acoustic wave propagation in a concrete or a CFST member, where the concrete structure is assumed to be infi-
nitely long in the z direction. Therefore, the first-order velocity-pressure partial differential equation is employed to calculate
the acoustic wave fields, as shown in the following equations [24]
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where q is the density of the medium, vx, vy denote the velocity components, P is the pressure, f x, f y are the density of a point
source, gp is the density of the pressure source, and k is the Lame constant. The finite difference time domain (FDTD) method
with second-order accuracy in both time and space is employed to solve the first-order differential equation of velocity-
pressure [25] and to calculate the wave fields for RTM.
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TTT usually uses the method of ray-tracing to calculate the travel time of acoustic transmission signal. However, low
velocity zones, which are commonly characterized by the defects in concrete structures, may be represented as shadow
zones where rays fail to emerge and the first arrival time may be estimated with a large error [26]. Therefore, a finite dif-
ference solution of the Eikonal equation with a scheme of expanding wavefronts is adopted to calculate first arrival time
of transmission acoustic waves for TTT in this study [26]. The formula of the Eikonal equation is given by
@T
@x

� �2

þ @T
@y

� �2

¼ s2 x; yð Þ ð2Þ
where T(x, y) is the first arrival time for acoustic energy propagating from a point source through a medium with a slowness
(reciprocal of velocity) distribution of s(x, y).
2.2. Rtm

RTM is based on the full wave extrapolation within the cross-section of a concrete member or a CFST member. The flow
chart of the RTM imaging algorithm is presented in Fig. 1. It mainly involves three steps [22,27], i.e., forward propagation of
the source wave field, back propagation of the recorded receiver data, and imaging condition. Firstly, in the forward prop-
agation (extrapolation), the source wave field is extrapolated from t = 0 to tmax. Secondly, in the backward propagation
(reverse-time extrapolation), backward wave field is generated using the shot data, which represent all the A scans related
to the transmitter excitation, recorded by the receiving sensors as the source signal. The receiver wave field is backward
extrapolated from t ¼ tmax to 0. Then the source wave field and the receiver wave fields are saved. Finally, one RTM image
is produced for each source by cross-correlating the source and receiver wave fields at each time using the imaging condi-
tion. The imaging condition shows the reflectors where the first arrival of the down-going wave is time coincident with the
up-going wave. It is worth noting that these three steps are repeated for all transmitters and the generated RTM images are
stacked to produce a final reconstructed image.

The receiver-normalized cross-correlation imaging condition is employed [28], which is given by the following equation,
Iðx; yÞ ¼
X
n

P
tSnðt; x; yÞRnðt; x; yÞP

tRn
2ðt; x; yÞ ð3Þ
where Snðt; x; yÞ represents the source wave field excited by the n-th transmitter, Rnðt; x; yÞ represents the receiver wave field
that is excited by the signal recorded by the receivers corresponding to the n-th transmitter, which is reversed in time and
propagated backward, and Iðx; yÞ is the reconstructed image.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the RTM algorithm. tmax is the time window of the recorded data.
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2.3. Ttt

In this study, TTT is employed to estimate a velocity (slowness) distribution across the cross-section of a concrete struc-
ture or a CFST member from the first arrival time of the simulated ultrasonic transmission signal, tmea, which is picked from
the measured or simulated data by a modified Coppens’ method [29]. Firstly, the structural cross-section is discretized and
the grids are numbered in a column vector, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The ray path between two grids with different velocity is
bent. The computed travel time of the n� th ray from the transmitter to the receiver should be the sum of the travel time of
the ray path in each passing grid m, and is given by the following equation [30],
Fig. 2.
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where tncal is the calculated travel time along the n - th path, lnm is the length of the n - th ray in the m - th grid , sm is the
slowness of the m-th grid. Thereby the above equation can be expressed with the following matrix representation Ls ¼ tcal.
However, due to the limited number of observations, such an ill-conditioned equation has multiple solutions and a least

square solution should be found for it, i.e., mink Ls� tmea k2. To solve such an inverse problem, Tikhonov regularization func-
tion (objective function) is used to stabilize the solution and it is given by [31],
OðsÞ ¼ k CdðLs� tmeaÞ k2 þ a2k Cmðs� s0Þ k2 ð5Þ

where Cd is the data weighting matrix in the form of a unit matrix operator, Cm is the model weighting matrix in the form of a
Laplace operator, s0 is the input of initial slowness model, and a is the regularization factor. This inverse problem has to be
solved in an iterative way and the above equation can be rewritten as [31],
CdL
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Sketch of a single ray (taking the first ray as an example) travelling through discretized grids. Tx and Rx represent the acoustic transmitter and
r, respectively.
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where Lk and sk are the updated coefficient (Jacobi) matrix and the model vector after the k-th iteration.
The algorithm of TTT is presented in details in Fig. 3. Firstly, an initial slowness model s0 is used as an input. Next, small

perturbation to the slowness model is added to calculate the coefficient matrix L0 using a finite element approximation
method [32]. Then the first arrival time tcal is calculated from the Eikonal equation and the slowness model is updated using
Eq. (6). If the objective function is smaller than a predefined value or the iteration number reaches 20 [31], the iteration is
terminated and then the velocity distribution is determined.
2.4. Proposed imaging algorithm

In this study, an acoustic imaging method of RTM combined with TTT for the defect detection of concrete member and
CFST member is proposed and the main steps are illustrated in Fig. 4. From the picked first arrival time of the measured or
simulated transmission acoustic signal, the velocity distribution of the cross-section is estimated and used as an input of ini-
tial velocity model for RTM. Then a reflectivity image is reconstructed from the multi-input multi-output signal using RTM.
From the RTM image, an air void defect embedded in a concrete structure or a CFST member and the interface debonding
defect can be detected and its location, shape and size are expected to be determined accordingly. A Fortran program is
developed for simulating the propagation of stress waves and performing the RTM, while the data processing and TTT algo-
rithm are implemented using Matlab.
3. Numerical experiment models for concrete and CFST

Three numerical experiment models for concrete and CFST members are designed to validate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed imaging algorithm combining RTM with TTT for locating and determining the shape and size of the defects embedded
in both concrete structures and CFST members. The three models (1 m � 1 m), i.e., a concrete model with an air void (0.4 m
� 0.2 m), a CFST column model with an air void (0.4 m � 0.2 m) and a CFST column model with an interface debonding
defect (0.2 m � 0.01 m) between concrete core and steel tube, are depicted in Fig. 5. The thickness of the steel tube is 10
mm. Although concrete is inhomogeneous at meso-scale and is composed of coarse and fine aggregates, mortar and interface
transition zones, the effects of the meso-scale structure in concrete on the acoustic waves propagation are negligible, com-
pared with those of air defects [33]. The reason is that the impedance contrast between the aggregate and mortar is much
smaller than that between air and concrete. Therefore, concrete is modelled as a homogeneous material.
Fig. 3. Flowchart of the TTT algorithm. k is the iteration number.
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed acoustic imaging method using RTM in conjunction with TTT.

Fig. 5. Numerical experiment models. (a) Concrete model with a 0.4 m � 0.2 m air void, (b) CFST column model with a 0.4 m � 0.2 m air void, and (c) CFST
column model with a 10 mm thick and 20 cm long air interface debonding. The thickness of the steel tube surrounding the concrete is 10 mm.
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The acoustic velocity in concrete, steel tube and air are set to be 4000 m/s, 5860 m/s and 340 m/s, respectively. The den-
sity of concrete, steel tube and air are set to be 2500 kg/m3, 7850 kg/m3 and 1 kg/m3, respectively. A pressure point source
[34] is used for wave excitation, and is put on the outer surface of the structures under test in Fig. 5. The directivity of the
transducer and impedance mismatch on the air/concrete and steel/concrete interfaces has been modelled by the FDTD
simulation. The source waveform used in all the numerical experiments is the first derivative of Blackman-Harris window
[35] with a center frequency of 20 kHz as shown in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the source spectrum has a bandwidth of
over 20 kHz, which spans the acoustic band through to the ultrasonic band, and is a good balance between the resolution
and penetration for defect inspection of a large concrete structure. Fig. 7 depicts the measurement geometry. Since TTT
and RTM make use of the transmission and reflection signal, respectively, their measurement designs are different. In the
measurement of TTT, 11 transmitters are placed on the left side of the model and 11 receivers are on the right side. In
the measurement of RTM, 44 transceivers are evenly placed on four sides of the model. The spacing between two adjacent
transceivers is 20 cm, which is equal to the wavelength of acoustic waves in concrete at the center frequency, i.e. 20 kHz.
Outsides the three numerical models with an outer dimension of 1 m � 1 m, an air gap has been added to simulate the actual
measurement environment. The FDTD method is used to simulate measurement data [35]. Perfectly matched layers have
been used to eliminate the outward acoustic waves to simulate an open boundary [36]. The cross section of each model
is discretized by square grids with a size of 2 mm and the time step is set to be 0.228 ms in the FDTD simulations.



Fig. 6. Blackman-Harris window (BHW) function used for the pressure source in the numerical experiments. (a) Time domain waveform, and (b) frequency
spectrum. The center frequency of the BHW wavelet is 20 kHz.

Fig. 7. Measurement geometry for (a) TTT and (b) RTM. The transmitter and receiver are denoted by a circle and a cross, respectively. Typical rays of
transmission and reflection signal are respectively drawn in the two figures.
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4. Numerical experimental results

The estimated velocity distribution by TTT and the reconstructed image by RTM using the simulated data of the above
three numerical models are presented in this section.
4.1. Concrete model with a void defect

Firstly, the influence of velocity distribution of the input model on the RTM imaging results by using the concrete model
shown in Fig. 5(a) is investigated. Five homogeneous models as input for RTM, of which the velocity is 3800 m/s, 3900 m/s,
4000 m/s, 4100 m/s and 4200 m/s, respectively, are investigated. The reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 8. When the
velocity of the initial model is the same as that of the concrete, i.e., 4000 m/s, the boundary of the air void is satisfactorily
imaged with little artifact. The location and size of the air void can be accurately determined. Nevertheless, the image quality
is drastically degraded when the velocity deviates from the correct value. When the bias is 5%, i.e., ±200 m/s, the recon-
structed images are unacceptable, because the location and size of the air void cannot be accurately determined and other
severe artifacts are likely to be interpreted as concrete defects, such as crack. These observations confirm that RTM is sen-
sitive to the initial velocity model. Since the concrete velocity estimated by experience suffers from an unavoidable error, it is
desired to estimate a velocity distribution model for RTM.

Then, the results obtained by the proposed imaging algorithm are shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a) shows the estimated velocity
distribution from the picked first-arrival time of the simulated transmission signal. It is clear that the velocity of concrete has



Fig. 8. Reconstructed images of the concrete model in Fig. 5(a) by RTM using homogeneous initial models with a velocity of (a) 3800 m/s, (b) 3900 m/s, (c)
4000 m/s, (d) 4100 m/s, (e) 4200 m/s, respectively. The actual boundary of the air void is marked by a dashed box.

Fig. 9. (a)–(c) Estimated velocity distribution by TTT and (d)-(e) the consequently reconstructed image by RTM using the simulated acoustic data from the
concrete model in Fig. 5(a), which is contaminated with no noise, 5% and 10% noise, respectively. The actual boundary of the air void is marked by a dashed
box.
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been accurately estimated with an error less than about 2%. In contrast, the air void is represented as a blurred low-velocity
anomaly, of which the velocity is far from the actually value of 340 m/s. This is because the transmission signal tries to
bypass the low-velocity air void (shown in Fig. 7(a)), according to the principle of least time. The shape of the air void is
hardly identified in the TTT image. Fig. 9(d) shows the reconstructed image by RTM using the estimated velocity distribution
in Fig. 9(a) as an initial model. It can be found that the boundary of the air void is well imaged and its location, shape and size
can be determined accurately.

Since noise is unavoidable in a real measurement, the influence of the environmental noise on the imaging results is
investigated. The environmental noise in a real measurement set-up for the concrete inspection using acoustic waves has
not been experimentally investigated, so we use white Gaussian noise [37]. Here, two levels of white Gaussian noise, 10%
and 20%, are added to the simulated data, respectively. The estimated velocity distribution by TTT and the reconstructed
images by RTM are shown in Fig. 9(b, e) and (c, f), respectively. The velocity of concrete can still be estimated with a good
accuracy in the case of 10% noise. In the case of 20% noise, the concrete velocity is estimated with an error of larger than 5%.
In both cases, a low-velocity anomaly has been imaged by TTT in the location of the air void. However, the pattern of the air
void is destructively disturbed in the tomographic image due to the influence of noise. In spite of this, the results of RTM
seem to be less affected by noise compared with TTT, because little artifacts have been included by comparing Fig. 9(d–f).

4.2. CFST model with a void defect

Different from the concrete model, the CFST model is composed of a concrete core and a steel tube. By the use of the pro-
posed approach, the imaging result using the simulated data from the CFST model (Fig. 7(b)) is shown in Fig. 10. The steel
tube is shown as two high-velocity lines on the top and bottom sides of the model, while no response is shown on the left
and right sides in the tomographic image, since transmission signal used for tomography is only recorded by sensors set on
the top and bottom sides of the structure.

The RTM image for the initial velocity model in Fig. 10(a) is shown in Fig. 10(b). It can be found that the air void is imaged
with notable artifacts, compared with the result in Fig. 9(d). In contrast, the steel tube is hardly identifiable in the RTM
image. The reason is that the thickness of the steel tube is about 3.4 percent of the wavelength in steel, i.e., 29.3 cm, and
such a thin steel tube layer cannot be resolved. Due to the reflection occurs on the steel-concrete interfaces, less acoustic
energy impinges on the air void. The RTM image in Fig. 10(b) suffers from more artifacts and the boundary of the air void
becomes less focused, compared with that in Fig. 9(d). Nevertheless, the location and size of the air void can be easily iden-
tified with an acceptable accuracy.

4.3. CFST column model with an interface debonding defect

Because the thickness of the interface debonding between concrete core and steel tube of CFST member is usually small,
its interface debonding detection is challenging. Here, the results of the proposed imaging method using the simulated data
from the CFST column model with an interface debonding defect modeled as air (Fig. 5(c)) are shown in Fig. 11. The 10 mm
interface debonding is unnoticeable in the tomographic image as shown in Fig. 11(a). Similar to the results in Fig. 10, the
steel tube is also unresolvable in the RTM image in Fig. 11(b). Because in practice no defect occurs in steel tube, it is usually
Fig. 10. (a) Estimated velocity distribution from the transmission data simulated from the CFST column model in Fig. 5(b) by TTT and (b) the consequently
reconstructed image by RTM. The actual boundary of the air void is marked by a dashed box.



Fig. 11. (a) Estimated velocity distribution from the transmission data simulated from the CFST column model in Fig. 5(c) by TTT and (b) the consequently
reconstructed image by RTM. The actual boundary of the air interface debonding is marked by a dashed box.
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unnecessary to detect the steel tube. In contrast, the 10 mm air interface debonding defect shows a weak response. This is
because 10 mm thickness is larger than half of the acoustic wavelength in air, i.e., 17 mm, and thus the thin air interface
debonding is resolvable by RTM.

5. Concluding remarks and future work

In this study, an acoustic imaging method of RTM combined with TTT for the detection of void defects in concrete struc-
ture, void in concrete core and the interface debonding defect in CFST members is proposed and numerically validated. By
the numerical experiments, the following conclusions can be made.

(1) TTT can only reveal a large defect as a low-velocity anomaly and can hardly determine its shape and size, especially
when noise is added. But TTT can provide a reasonable velocity distribution as an initial model for RTM. Compared
with the reconstructed image by RTM using a homogeneous velocity model established by experience with an error,
that using the TTT-estimated velocity model possesses a higher quality.

(2) Combining TTT with RTM, the existence of a concrete defect embedded inside a concrete structure and a CFST mem-
ber, and the interface debonding defect between concrete core and steel tube of a CFST member can be easily imaged
with a high resolution, even when the air interface debonding in the CFST member is 10 mm in thickness.

(3) The location, shape and size of the air void in a concrete structure and the concrete core and the interface debonding of
CFST member can also be accurately determined by the proposed imaging-based defect detection method.

From the current numerical simulation study, it can be found that the proposed acoustic imagingmethod has great poten-
tial for the inspecting of defects in concrete structures and CFST structures and the interface debonding in CFST structures.
Future tasks include validation of the approach using laboratory and field experiment measurements using PZT as actuators
and sensors. By the use of PZT patches as sensors, it is convenient to excite the structure with a short-pulse ultrasonic source
over a desired wide frequency band. Even a large concrete or CFST column is commonly used in high-rise buildings and long-
span buildings, it is convenient to attach PZT actuators and sensors on the outside surface of the structure members and the
proposed imaging-based inner defects detection approach is applicable.
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